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Right: The radio receiver 
and video transmitter 
are well protected at 
the back of the quad. 

Left, top: By stacking 
the flight controller on 
top of the power-
distribution board, I had 
a nice clean installation.

Left, bottom: These 
thick arms make for 
a neat layout. Notice 
the foam landing 
skids. The motors are 
well protected by the 
heavy-duty knuckles  
at the end.

  We like:  
->		Excellent flight performance
->		Simple and quick construction
->		Very fast
->		Incredibly durable 

  Quick specs:  
Distributor: GetFPV (getfpv.com)
Size: 220 mm
Weight: 16.25 oz.
Motors: Four Lumenier RX2206-11 
2350Kv
Battery: Lumenier 4S 1300mAh 60C
Speed controls: Lumenier 30A BLHeli
Flight controller: Lumenier LUX
Price: $114.99 (frame only)

GetFPV Lumenier QAV180
With all-carbon construction, the QAV180 quickly assembles to become a tiny powerhouse that can really move around the 
course. You do have to think about your construction and where you are going to lay out the components, but once finished, 
you have a compact bird that is quick and fast. This quad can turn on a dime and is the perfect vehicle for a tight racecourse. 
Even as fast and maneuverable as this quad is, I found it easy to control and fly through small openings. If you fly on a lot of 
indoor tracks, this is a great bird to have, but it will still keep up with the larger models outside. 

This FPV camera setup allows for different camera posi-
tions, which can be determined by the lens choice. The 
camera is well protected, and it’s easy to adjust the angle.

By using two sets of standoffs, I was able to mount my 
flight controller above my power-distribution board, sav-
ing some space inside the body.

The body has a cutout for the Lumenier TX5G6 Mini video 
transmitter, so it’s easy to change channels out at the 
race venue. 

GetFPV Lumenier QAV-R
Lumenier is synonymous with FPV racing, and its new QAV-R is a fine 
example of that. It has carbon-fiber frame construction with removable 
arms, making this a lightweight solid platform for the FPV pilot. This 
quad reacts quickly while still having the control to fly smoothly on the 
track. Speed and durability are the hallmark of a good racer, and this 
bird has both of these qualities—a true racing thoroughbred. Integrated 
construction with all of your FPV equipment makes for a neat and well-
protected package that can take a hit or two on the 
race circuit. Whether you are looking to get into racing 
or are a veteran racer, this aircraft is a great choice. 

  We like:  
->		3mm-thick unibody main plate
->		Bumpers on the arm to protect 

the motors
->		Integrated FPV camera mount 

that is protected
->	Easy battery access

  Quick specs:  
Distributor: GetFPV (getfpv.com)
Size: 180mm
Weight: 10.8 oz.
Motors: Lumenier FXC1806-14 
2300Kv
Battery: Lumenier 4S 1000mAh
Speed controls: Lumenier 
Mini 20A
Flight controller: Acro Naze32
Price: $69.99 (frame only)

If you want to get into FPV racing, your very first decision is what aircraft to get. If you’re 
just starting out, you might want an aircraft that’s easy to control on the racecourse, 
but experienced pilots will need a machine that can kick it up a notch for faster speeds 
and performance. To help you make that decision, we picked out seven top fliers for your 
review. We found these quads to be fun, fast, and competitive. 
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SpeedFreaks
Seven lightning-fast FPV racers
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Blade Mach 25 Racer
One of the coolest-designed racers out there, this is also a fast little bird. It’s a solidly designed 
platform that has a lot of equipment tucked into it, and it comes ready to bind to your DSM2 or 
DSMX transmitter. The battery is mounted in a recess on the underside of the body using a hook-
and-loop fastener and an O-ring. The small 25mW micro FPV camera system includes a video 
transmitter in it and saves some weight and space. The Lexan frame gives the whole airframe a 
sleek look. The controls are quick and solid in all modes, but the Agility mode is where you want to 
be when racing. This allows for quick movements and high-bank angles. This bird will quickly get 
you addicted to the world of FPV racing right out of the box. 

  We like:  
->		Cool-looking body
->		Solid construction that can take a hit
->		Easy to program 
->		Motor-specific props

  Quick specs:  
Distributor: Horizon Hobby 
(horizonhobby.com)
Size: 250mm
Weight: 17.81 oz.
Motors: 2300kv brushless outrunners 
(included)
Battery: E-flite 3S 1350mAh 30C 
Speed controls: Included
Flight controller: Included
Price: $429.99

  We like:  
->		Overall light weight
->		Attractive carbon finish
->		Stiff design while saving weight
->		Nice power distribution with BEC

  Quick specs:  
Distributor: FPV Model Racing 
(fpvmodelracing.com)
Size: 280mm
Weight: 13.2 oz.
Motors: SunnySky 2300Kv (included)
Battery: Thunder Power 3S 1800mAh 
Speed controls: SimonK Flashed (included)
Flight controller: Naze32 (included)
Price: $849.00

The threaded inserts will only fit into the appropriate 
props, and they will only thread onto the correct motor.

The short landing gear is solid and reduces the amount of 
drag in the air.

The installed Spektrum ultra micro 25mW airborne FPV camera system is already set up. It is compatible with any  
Fat Shark goggles.

SpeedFreaks
FPV Model Racing #7
This is a lightweight, high-performance racing machine that’s constructed 
out of carbon fiber. The almost-ready-to-fly version comes with a custom 
wood case, and all of the electronics are included. The included flight 
controller programming was close to perfect, and the #7 felt locked in and 
really “grooved” during my first flight, right out of the box. This little racer is 
extremely responsive; pitch and roll are authoritative, while vertical ascents 
are quick due to its high power-to-weight ratio. If you are looking for a solid 
racer, get this bird. 

Right: The included 
Sony Super HAD CCD 
600 TVL camera can 
be tilted to match 
your flying style and 
situation.  

Left, top: The purple 
accents add a nice touch 
to the #7, and it will 
stand out at any FPV 
get-together.

Left, bottom: Solid 
construction and 
well-protected gear is 
the hallmark of a good 
racing quad.
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hobbyKing outlaw
This is the latest addition to the Quanum Outlaw Racing Series, and this drone comes almost 
ready to fly out of the box—just add a receiver and you are ready to go. If you are looking to race, 
you do have to add your own FPV racing gear. Once in the air, you’ll find that this is a solid bird 
and very easy to control on the course. There is plenty of room for all your racing gear onboard, 
and you’ll end up with a nice, neat-looking aircraft, which will expand your racing skills. This is a 
perfect quad for the new and intermediate FPV racers.

SpeedFreaks

  We like:  
->		Great first racer
->		Prebuilt and ready to plug into your 

receiver
->		Easy to program and fly
->		Plenty of space for FPV gear

  Quick Specs:  
Distributor: HobbyKing (hobbyking.com)
Size: 180mm
Weight: 20 oz.
Motors: Four Multistar 2204 2300Kv 
Battery: Venom FPV Drone Racing 50c 
3S 1300mAh (venompower.com)
Speed controls: Four 20A Afro Race Spec 
Flight controller: CC3D 
Price: $167.25

  We like:  
->		Easy to assemble 
->		Fast and responsive flight 
->		Real-time telemetry
->		Built-in controller with receiver

  Quick Specs:  
Distributor: Open Hobby 
(openhobby.com)
Size: 250mm
Weight: 18 oz. 
Motors: Graupner Ultra 2300Kv (included)
Battery: 3S 1300mAh
Speed controls: Included
Flight controller: Graupner GR-18 
(included)
Price: $ 239.00–$549.00
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The Venom batteries are light and powerful and 
are a perfect fit for this speedy racer.

The camera 
mount is simple, 

efficient, and 
already comes set 

up at the correct 
angle for racing. 

Graupner Race Copter Alpha 250Q
Graupner has been a leader in radio-control innovation for decades, and now it is bringing its 
accumulated knowledge to the FPV racing world. This racer comes ready to fly—just bind it to your 
Graupner radio and go! Innovations like a combined receiver and flight controller eliminate excess 
wiring and weight, making for a lightweight and fast aircraft. This plug-and-play bird is very stable 
in the air, and once switched to Rate mode, it becomes very responsive to the stick and can easily 
start performing flips and rolls. Cornering and speed are what you need in a racer, and the Alpha 
250Q has that—and more. 

The camera is well protected by the carbon-fiber  
faceplate that stands guard in front of it.

Because the receiver and controller are combined, the 
battery is able to slide in quite a bit toward center. This 
keeps most of the weight at the center of the quad and 
protects the battery inside the frame.

This Graupner GR-18 receiver is both receiver and flight 
controller, saving weight and space. 
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SpeedFreaks

hobbico Rise
This is the perfect bird for the novice racer. Its body is constructed of a combination of high-impact foam 
and carbon fiber, so it’s designed to withstand crashes. This durability is perfect for the new pilot who 
wants to push the flight envelope without breaking the bank with repair costs. The preprogrammed CC3D 
flight controller is ready to go out of the box with very little programming needed, so just bind and fly to 
any 5-channel Tactic or Futaba radio and it is ready for takeoff. To turn it into a true FPV racer, just add a 
camera and video transmitter. Once in the air, you have three flight modes to choose from; each one gives 
a little less stability and more control to pilots as their skills progress.   K

  We like:  
->		Great first race drone
->		Comes prebuilt and 

receiver-ready
->		Easy to program and fly
->		Durable construction can 

take a hit

  Quick Specs:  
Distributor: Hobbico 
(hobbico.com)
Size: 250mm
Weight: 10.6 oz.
Motors: Four 2280Kv (included)
Battery: FlightPower 3S 
1800mAh 30C 
Speed controls: Four 10A 
(included)
Flight controller: CC3D (included)
Price: $199.98

The camera mount has insulated rubber grommets to keep vibration down. Mounting the battery on the bottom keeps the center of gravity low and allows easy 
access for a quick change.  


